なまえ:
Ah! There is a snake!

ears

Woo! This is heavy.

exercise

on the green


**ka**

![Image of a cup and spoon]

- 1: か
- 2: か
- 3: か
- か

**ki**

![Image of a key]

- 1: き
- 2: き
- 3: き
- き

**ku**

![Image of a bird's beak]

- 1: く
- 2: く
- 3: く
- く

**ke**

![Image of a cane]

- 1: け
- 2: け
- 3: け
- け

**ko**

![Image of a coin]

- 1: こ
- 2: こ
- 3: こ
- こ
 Hiragana Memory Hint

1. sa
   - サ
   - surfiing

2. shi
   - シ
   - She has long hair.

3. su
   - サ
   - swimming

4. se
   - セ
   - sailing

5. so
   - ソ
   - sewing zig zag
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hiragana</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>cheer girl</td>
<td>た</td>
<td>た</td>
<td>た</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chi</td>
<td>tsunami</td>
<td>ち</td>
<td>ち</td>
<td>ち</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsu</td>
<td>table</td>
<td>つ</td>
<td>つ</td>
<td>つ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te</td>
<td></td>
<td>て</td>
<td>て</td>
<td>て</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>toe</td>
<td>と</td>
<td>と</td>
<td>と</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Na**
   - English: nuts
   - Hiragana: な

2. **Ni**
   - English: knee
   - Hiragana: ににに

3. **Nu**
   - English: noodle with chopsticks
   - Hiragana: ぬぬぬ

4. **Ne**
   - English: net
   - Hiragana: ねねねね

5. **No**
   - English: NO sign
   - Hiragana: のののの
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---

**ha**

- Image of a hammer
- Sound: Hee - hee - hee
- Context: hammer

**hi**

- Image of a person with a smiling face
- Sound: Hee - hee - hee
- Context: Mt. Fuji

**fu**

- Image of Mt. Fuji
- Context: Mt. Fuji

**he**

- Image of a chicken
- Context: head

**ho**

- Image of a hotel
- Context: hotel

---
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### Hiragana Characters

- **マ (Ma):**
  - Illustration: [Image of mushrooms]
  - Example: mushrooms

- **ミ (Mi):**
  - Illustration: [Image of cow]
  - Example: moo
  - “Who is 21?” “Me!”

- **ム (Mu):**
  - Illustration: [Image of pretzel]
  - Example: make pretzels

- **メ (Me):**
  - Illustration: [Image of fish]
  - Example: more fish

---
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ya

yaacht [yatt]

yu

U - turn

yo

yo - yo
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Let’s wait another fish.

robbed!
**HIRAGANA MEMORY HINT**

**English Version**
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**wa**

worm around a stick

1.  
2.  
3.  

**wo**

Oh! I can ride a unicycle!

1.  
2.  
3.  

**N**

‘n’ sound

1.  
2.  
3.  
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HIRAGANA Memory Hint Worksheets are designed to support teachers in introducing how to write Hiragana characters with correct stroke orders and provide practice for their students.

The illustrations on these worksheets are based on the HIRAGANA Memory Hint app / Flashcards. To get the most out of these resources and learn more effectively, students are encouraged to use the HIRAGANA Memory Hint Worksheets in combination with the app / flashcards.

For more information on the HIRAGANA Memory Hint app, visit: https://kansai.jpf.go.jp/en/resource/e-learning/memoryhint.html

For more information on the HIRAGANA Memory Hint Flashcards, visit: https://jpf.org.au/classroom-resources/resources/hiragana-memory-hint-flashcards/